
AI Document Insight
Real-Time ID Analysis for Mobile Onboarding

AI Document Insight accelerates customer 
onboarding by analyzing identity documents (IDs) in real 
time. The AI Document Insight platform features two 
secure web services that can be easily integrated into 
any mobile or web-based platform:

AI Extract reads government-issued IDs such as 
driver’s licenses and passports, extracts barcode and 
OCR text data, and uses extracted data to auto-form-fill 
account applications.

AI Authenticate applies patented Machine Learning 
techniques to analyze IDs for fraud and instantly 
authenticates IDs, returning an indication of whether 
a submitted ID is real or fake. AI Authenticate also 
tokenizes IDs, so they can be instantly recognized in 
future transactions, improving customer experience.

Accelerate Mobile Onboarding with Real-Time ID Analytics 
AI Document Insight optimizes the mobile onboarding experience for both companies and customers  
by delivering:

 • Fast, frictionless onboarding with minimal typing
 • Reduced abandonment rates thanks to a streamlined customer experience
 • Reduced risks of fraud and financial loss

AI Document Insight

AI Extract 

 • Detect, read and extract data
 » 1D/2D bar code data
 » OCR data

 • Accurate form-fill via a fast, secure  
web-services API
 • Extracted customer data for call center  
and web sites
 • Compatible with mobile app platforms  
(iOS, Android) 
 • Easy to integrate SaaS service

AI Authenticate 

 • Build on AI Extract with real-time 
authentication
 • Authenticate any government-issued ID  
in real time
 • Tokenize ID for future validations
 • Analyze and collect customer and ID images
 • Collect signature specimens
 • Verify customer identity quickly and easily  
with the addition of AI Customer Insight

Accelerated Insight Product Suite

The DSi Accelerated Insight (AI) Product 
Suite is a complete solution for accelerating 
customer onboarding with data-driven 
insights. 

The AI Product Suite features two web 
services platforms: AI Document Insight 
and AI Customer Insight.

https://www.dragnetsolutions.com


How AI Document Insight Works

The AI Document Insight Advantage

Deliver Touchless Data Entry 
Data extraction from IDs minimizes  
typing in account applications

Streamline Account Opening 
Reduce keystroke errors and improve the 
customer experience

Reduce Abandonment Rates 
Frictionless onboarding reduces 
abandonment rates, which can be as high 
as 80%.

Minimize False Positives 
Eliminate the false positives common in 
other ID authentication solutions

Wear-based ID Authentication 
Improve accuracy with patented analysis 
of everyday wear and tear on IDs

Detect Fraud with Machine 
Learning 
Augment analysis with insights gained 
from fraud detection in the field

About DSi (Dragnet Solutions®, Inc)
DSi is a leading provider of data-driven insights that power fast, fair access to new products and services, enabling companies to 

accelerate the onboarding experience for consumers everywhere and to say “yes” to more profitable accounts. Our Accelerated 

Insight® product suite—featuring our Document Insight and Customer Insight web services platforms—are designed with both 

companies and consumers in mind. Companies leverage our services to seamlessly onboard new prospects, reduce mobile 

abandonment, verify and match profitable customers, and lower application rejection rates. Consumers benefit from fast, seamless 

access to more services—all at a far lower cost.

To learn more about AI Document Insight,  
visit www.dragnetsolutions.com  
or call us at +1 (415) 842-7700 
sales@dragnetsolutions.com
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